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Abstract: Based on tradition and high standards, Swiss higher education in tourism and hospitality is 

ranked among the best in the world. Although scientific research is the foundation of a country’s higher 

education system, the Swiss Tourism, Leisure and Hospitality Management Scientific Research (Swiss 

TL&HM-SR) has not yet been subject to a systematic analysis. This paper aims to fill this gap by assessing 

the Swiss TL&HM-SR performance, as well as identifying and discussing its most prominent topics. To this 

end, bibliometric data were gathered from the Scopus database and analyzed through a bibliometric mixed-

method approach. Results provide a new performance indicator for the Swiss TL&HM-SR in this field of 

research, and show that innovation and sustainable destination management are particularly prominent 

topics within Swiss TL&HM-SR. In this context, contributions to these topics in particular are discussed in 

more detail. The findings provide useful insights for stakeholders aiming to improve sustainability 

performance through strategic management of destinations, as well as for researchers aiming to follow the 

latest trends, identify emerging topics and formulate more attractive projects for financing institutions. The 

study also provides a new and innovative methodological contribution, as it combines different methods of 

scientific research performance assessment, which can be further employed in other countries or knowledge 

areas. 
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